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Hard Hats
MSA V-Gard Hard Hat
 Available in different
colors
 4 point ratchet suspension
 Available in Full Brim
and Cap Style

Pyramex Hard Hat
Available in different colors
 4 point ratchet
suspension
 Available in Full
Brim and Cap Style


Hard Hat Shades

Hard Hat Lamps



Available in mesh
and solid



Includes rechargeable
batteries

Helps protect neck
from sun exposure



1 year warranty



3 brightness levels



Hard Hat Face Shield

Hard Hat Sweatband
Plush, super absorbent
100% cotton terry sweatband, with easy snap-on
application helps headgear
fit more securely.

Available for aluminum
or plastic brackets


Available for MSA and
Pyramex



8” H x 15.5-16” W

MiraCool® PVA Hard Hat
with Shade

Hard Hat Brim Guard


Cooling Method



Provides Shade

Retains water while remaining
dry to the touch. Cooling lasts
for several hours.

For Use With V-Gard(r) Non
-Slotted Hats.


Hard Hat w/
Faceshield Bracket
Accessories Kit

Go-To-Work Pre-Pack Kit
Includes:


Hat

White EVO6121 Hard

Includes:
Orange Hard Hat
w/Faceshield Bracket
and Visor Full Brim


Zenon Z12 Gray A.S.
Eyewear



Corded Ear Plugs



Nitrile Gloves (L)



Class 2 Lime Yellow Vest (XL)
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Suspension Ratchet

Ear Plugs and Respirators
3M E-A-R UltraFit Corded Earplugs
 Premolded, triple flange earplugs fit
comfortably in a wide
range of ear sizes
 No need to roll earplugs before fitting so the
tips stay clean even if
hands are dirty
 Soft polymer is washable and reusable, reducing both waste and costs
Noise reduction rating (NRR) 25 dB CSA
Class AL


Howard Leight® Earplugs
 Soft pods rest partially in
the ear for a balance of comfort and protection
 Features a patented band
design
 Lightweight and portable

Howard Leight® MAX® Earplugs
 Superior noise-blocking performance in
a single-use, disposable earplug
 Enhanced contoured shape is easier to
insert and resists backing
out of the ear canal
 The smooth, soilresistant skin helps prevent
dirt from penetrating the
surface prior to insertion
 Available corded or uncorded
 Tested to ANSI S3.19-1974 standard

3M Heavy Duty Respirators
 Disposable
 5000 Series
 Organic Vapor respiratory protection

use
3M Light Duty Respirators
 Lightweight, disposable particulate respirator
is an economical choice
for respiratory protection
 Adjustable nose clip
and cushioning nose
foam reduces potential
for eyewear fogging
 Compatible with a variety of protective eyewear and hearing protection



Convenient



Ideal for intermittent

3M™ Replacement Particulate Filter
 Can be used with 3M™
5000 Series Respirators or
3M™
 NIOSH approved for
environments containing
certain oil and non-oilbased particles
 This filter has been rated P95, which
means it filters at least 95% of airborne particles and is strongly resistant to oil.
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Safety Gloves
FR Treated Gloves
 FR treated with two layers of 100% cotton cord fabric strengthen the critical
wear area of the palm, thumb and index finger.
 Knit wrist holds glove on snugly and keeps foreign particles out. Fabric weight:
18-ounces.


Meets ASTM D6413 - 08 Standard Test Method for Flame Resistance of Textiles



Available in green, orange and white

String Knit (Cotton) Gloves
Automated computerized knitting machine converts cotton or synthetic blend yarn into a finished glove.
 The knit construction conforms to the hand for excellent dexterity.
Elastic knitwrist ensures a snug and comfortable fit.


Available coated (with pvc dots) and uncoated.



18 oz. Double Palm Gloves
Two layers have been quilted together forlong wear, cushioning and insulation.
 The cotton canvas fabric offers good abrasion and barrier to grime. The clute
pattern and cotton material provide a soft, flexible comfort.




18-ounces.


Knit wrist holds glove on snugly and keeps foreign particles out. Fabric weight:

Available in different colors.

Pigskin Leather Driver’s Gloves
 Top Grain Pigskin leather construction provides great breathability due its porous
texture, becomes softer with use and withstands moisture without stiffening
Drivers gloves feature slip-on styling to provide good fit and comfort



Keystone thumb is ergonomic, reduces hand fatigue, offers superior dexterity
and durability


Cotton color binding denotes sizing



Leather Palm Gloves
Economy leather palm gloves are ideal for hundreds of general purpose applications.





This clute pattern glove is made of split cowhide leather palm for good service.
It has a full palm lining, and 100% striped cotton backing.
Available with a Gauntlet Cuff or Knit Wrist.
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Safety Gloves
Atlas (Latex Dipped) Safety Gloves
Atlas Fit Gloves outperform leather and cotton gloves by providing superior
durability and dexterity.


Their curved shape, combined with the finest quality coatings and high quality knit-stitched shell reduces hand fatigue and allows workers to perform both
detailed tasks and heavy duty jobs with ease and comfort.


Chemical (Neoprene) Safety Gloves
 Frogwear™ - Heavy wall neoprene is multi-dipped in premium-grade neoprene
for superior quality and durability. It provides protection against petro chemical,
oils acids, caustics and many solvents.


Excellent protection against physical hazards such as abrasion and cut.



Treated with Actifresh® to minimize bacteria that leads to odors.



Available with a gauntlet cuff or with a knit wrist

Black or Green Chemical (PVC) Safety Gloves





Fully coated gloves protect against liquids, acids, and light chemicals



Interlock liner provides comfort for all-day wear



Smooth finish allows liquids to roll off gloves

Ideal for petrochemical and oil refining, automotive assembly, and general maintenance

Fully Coated HD Nitrile Safety Gloves
Heavyweight nitrile coated glove for maximum protection for rough, abrasive
applications.


High-performance coating provides an excellent barrier to punctures, abrasion and cuts






The soft jersey lining is extremely comfortable.



2.5” safety cuff style gives user protection over the wrist.

It will economically replace a heavy leather palm glove, outwearing them 3 to 1 on straight
abrasion.

Polyurethane-Dipped Safety Gloves
Black polyurethane (PU) coating offers good abrasion resistance. Palm coating
allows airflow through back of glove for cooler comfort.


Easy on and off, superior dry grip, tactile sensitivity, and machine washable.
Work applications include maintenance, construction, assembly, and light manufacturing.
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Safety Gloves
Canvas Gloves
 Cotton canvas work glove with a knit wrist


Strong yet comfortable



Good for use in general purpose or maintenance applications

Canvas Gloves (PVC Finger)


General purpose applications, suitable for every industry



Black coated PVC dots make an excellent addition for a sure grip



Made of 100% cotton canvas



Durable stretch knit wrist for a sure-fit to keep out debris.

Joker Mechanic Impact Gloves
Impact protection to back of the hand provided by TPR on fingers, knuckles and carpal bone area


Available with black PVC padded patch palm, fingers and thumb with double stitching for durability or with black pvc dots



4-Way stretch fabric back for comfort



Neoprene cuff delivers solid fit along with easy on and off
Disposable Gloves

Disposable Gloves



Nitrile



Latex



4 mil, 6 mil or 8 mil



14 mil



Powder Free



Powdered

Lightning Storm Powder Free Blue 9 mil
Extended Cuff Nitrile Gloves

SAS Safety 6609 Derma-Lite Lightly
Powdered Nitrile 5 Mil Gloves
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Safety Vests
Class 2 Mesh Zipper Safety Vest—FR
 Class 2 safety vest
 Lime Polyester mesh
 2" reflective striping
 Zipper front closure
and chest pocket with
hook & loop closure.
 Fire Resistant

Class 2 Mesh Hook & Loop Safety Vest
 Class 2 safety vest
 ANSI/ISEA 107-2010
 Orange polyester mesh
 Hook & loop closure
 2” reflective tape
 No pockets

Class 2 Mesh Safety Vest
 Lime polyester mesh
 2" silver reflective striping
 Velcro front closure
 Meets ANSI/ISEA 1072004107-2004.

Class 2 Solid Safety Vest
 Orange solid material
 Silver stripe color
 Hook and loop closure type
 Standards ANSI/ISEA 1072010

Class 2 Mesh Safety Vest
 Badge holder with opening
on the side.
 Closure: Zip-N-Rip™.
 2” Silver Tape Reflective Material. 1 Horizontal Stripe.
 Mic Tabs on Both Shoulders.
 5 Pockets

Class 2 Solid Safety Vest
 Closure: Zipper.
 2” silver tape reflective material. 1 horizontal stripe.
 2 Pockets
 Orange polyester solid knit
 Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2010
Standards.

 Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2010
Standards .
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Traffic Cones
Plain Orange Traffic Cones
 Available in 18” and 28”
 Injection molded of
rugged fluorescent orange PVC for maximum
daytime and nighttime
visibility. Cones contain
UV absorbers to maintain
the original color and brilliance.
 Broad square base provides superior
traction on the road preventing cone
from rolling away or blowing over.

Traffic Cones with Reflective Collar
 Available in 18” and 28”
 Features hi-intensity reflective cone collars for
maximum visibility.
 Injection molded of rugged fluorescent orange PVC
for maximum daytime and
nighttime visibility.
 Broad square base provides superior
traction on the road preventing cone
from rolling away or blowing over.

Traffic Cones Reflective Collar
 Features hi-intensity reflective cone
collars for maximum visibility.
 Injection molded of rugged lime-green PVC for
maximum daytime and
nighttime visibility. Cones
contain UV absorbers to
maintain original color and brilliance.
 Broad square base provides superior
traction on the road preventing cone
from rolling away or blowing over.

Vertical Mount Cone Holder
 This vertical mount cone
holder can be mounted onto a
vehicle in order to keep traffic cones together and organized.
 Length 6-7/8 In.
 Width 2-1/2 In.
 Height 22 In.
 Material: Steel
 For Use With Traffic Cones

Plain Colored Traffic Cones
 Available in 18”
 Injection molded of rugged fluorescent orange PVC
for maximum daytime and
nighttime visibility. Cones
contain UV absorbers to maintain the original color and
brilliance.
 Broad square base provides
superior traction on the road
preventing cone from rolling
away or blowing over.
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Also available:


4” x 100’ Portable Safety
Zone with Retractable Mesh
with Lights and Poles



45” Delineator Post with Base

Safety Glasses
Pyramex® 4110 Series Safety Glasses
 Economical wrap-around single lens
design provides full panoramic view.
 Exceeds ANSI Z87.1
and CSA Z94.3 standards.
 Available with smoke
or clear lenses

Crossfire ES5W 1241W Safety Glasses
- Smoke Lens
 Hard coated Smoke lens and Crystal
Black frames.
 ANSI Z87.1 rated
 Lenses are high definition for crystal clear
vision and protect eyes
from 99.9% of UVB &
UVA rays.

OTS® Over The Spectacle Safety
Glasses
 Designed to better fit
today's prescription eyewear.
 Single lens encapsulates
the eye for superb protection.
 Lightweight nylon temples adjust for
length and pitch.
 Meets ANSI Z87.1-2010

Radians Voltage™ Safety Eyewear

Nemesis Safety Glasses
 Lightweight construction and soft
touch temples.
 Single wraparound lens offers
protection from sides
and front.
 Available with a variety of different
lens tints and frame colors.
 Free neck cord included with every
pair.

We also carry:



Sleek, lightweight full
frame protective eyewear.



Non-slip grip-on temples are dual molded into frame for maximum comfort.



Safety Glass meets ANSI Z87.1+ standards
and provides 99.9% UVA/UVB protection.



Protective cases and pouches for safety
glasses



Clear bifocal safety glasses



Safety goggles



Side shields for safety glasses



Neck cords

CROSSFIRE Sniper 2.0 Bifocal
Safety Glasses



Available in different frame
and lens color
Available with different lens
grades

We carry safety glasses with clear, smoke, in/out, mirror and amber lenses.
Different colors and styles of frames are available.
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Raincoats and Boots
Classic 60" Raincoat w/ Detachable
Hood—FR267C
 Most popular garment in
the industry
 Versatile, good for outdoor
and indoor use
 Corduroy lined collar for
comfort
 Available in black
 .35 mm PVC on polyester broadloom
fabric

River City® Wizard PVC Raincoat
 Flame retardant and protects against
most chemicals, oils and acids
 Made from double
coated PVC over a nylon
scrim material providing
excellent resistance to
snags and tears
 Detachable drawstring
hood included

STEEL TOE PVC BOOT 16"
 100 % waterproof protection
 Features anti-skid sole and
heel for improved safety
 Removable and washable
Foot Form cushion insoles
 Steel toe meets the ANSI
Z41 PT99 I/75 C/75

Chain Saw Chaps
These Pro Mark™ protective apron chaps are essential protective
apparel for serious chainsaw operators.
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Harnesses and Lanyards
FallSafe Safety Harness Kit with
Small Hook
Kit includes
 Harness, Lanyard,
Carrying Bag
 No tangle D-ring pad
 Grommet leg buckles
 Fall Arrest Indicators
 Lanyard Includes single leg, double locking
snap hooks, tubular webbing.
- Fall Safe Model # FS133

FallSafe Safety Harness Kit with Big
Hook
Kit includes
 Harness, Lanyard,
Carrying Bag
 No tangle D-ring pad
 Grommet leg buckles
 Fall Arrest Indicators
 Lanyard Includes single leg, double locking
snap hooks, tubular
webbing.
- Fall Safe Model # FS139

Protecta PRO Construction Style Harness
 Harness features back Dring.
 Integrated Hip pad and
shoulder pads for the ultimate in comfort.
 Tongue buckle body belt
and side d-rings for added
comfort and support when
positioning.
 Lightweight hardware and
connecting components reduce weight.
 Spring loaded torso buckles for quick
and easy adjustment.

DBI/SALA® EZ-Stop™ Shock Absorbing Lanyard
 6 ft. (1.8m) singleleg lanyard
 Extremely compact
and lightweight
 Exclusive Hi-10™
Vectran™ energy absorption system
 Repel™ webbing
 User friendly self-locking snap hooks
at each end
 Impact indicator
 Protected labels, equipped with iSafe™
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Fire Extinguishers

Fire Extinguishers
Available in:
 2.5 lbs.,
 5 lbs.,
 10 lbs.,
 and 20 lbs.

Fire Extinguisher
Brackets
These brackets are
for wall mounting.
Brackets are available for all the sizes of fire extinguishers we carry.

Fire Extinguisher
Vehicle Brackets
These brackets are for vehicle mounting. Brackets are
available for all the sizes of
fire extinguishers we carry.

Fire Extinguisher
Vinyl Stickers

Fire Extinguisher
Inspection Record Tags


Punchable



Available in Aluminum
or plastic



2.25” H x 3” W



For 4-year maintenance
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Self-adhesive



18” H x 4” W



Meets OSHA standards.

Fire Extinguisher
Maintenance
Refill and certifications are
available through a third party.
Give us a call, and we will take
care of your fire extinguishers’
maintenance.

Signs
We carry vinyl stickers that may be used for indoor and outdoor
purposes. Some are made in sizes 10” x 14”, 12” x 12”, and 15”
x 15”. We can also order them in customized sizes. Stickers can
also be customized to suit your needs.
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Signs
We carry vinyl stickers that may be used for indoor and outdoor purposes. Some are made in 10” x 14”, 12” x 12”, and
15” x 15”. We can also order them in customized sizes. Stickers can also be customized to suit your needs.
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Tapes
Vinyl Electrical Tape—35
 Premium grade
 7 mil electrical tape
 Stretches to conform to
virtually any shape requiring color-coded insulation
 Abrasion and weather
resistant
 UL listed
 Available in yellow,
green, orange, red, white
and blue

Highland Vinyl Electrical Tape
 Insulates and protects
against abrasion and
moisture
 Tape is flame resistant
 UL listed and CSA certified
 Suitable for indoor and
outdoor use
 Lead free vinyl electrical tape
Marking Tape
 Available in 2” x 108’ #150
 Excellent conformability to uneven shapes and surfaces
 Moisture, weather and chemical
resistant.
 Available in orange, black, blue,
red, yellow and green

Flagging Tape
 Available in 1-13/16” x 150’
 Flagging can easily be tied
to objects for increased visibility
 Available in orange,
white, purple, blue, yellow,
red/pink and lime

Duct Tape

Caution Do Not Enter Barricade Tape
 Long lasting marking
solutions for off-limit
areas or crowd control.
 Durable non-adhesive
Polyethylene film with bright visible
colors (Yellow).
 Standard legends in black lettering
 Available in English

3 X 1000 FT.

Waterproof Generalpurpose tape
 Poly-coated woven silver
cloth is durable and tear resistant


Caution Barricade Tape
 Long lasting marking
solutions for off-limit
areas or crowd control.
 Durable non-adhesive
Polyethylene film
with bright visible
colors (Yellow).
 Standard legends in
black lettering
 Available in English and English/
Spanish

3 X 1000 FT.

Danger Barricade Tape
 Long lasting marking solutions for off-limit areas
or crowd control.
 Durable non-adhesive
Polyethylene film with
bright visible colors (Red).
 Standard legends in black lettering
 Available in English

3 X 1000 FT.
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Emergency Response
10-Person First Aid Kit
This 63-piece first aid kit is ideal for contractors, vehicles or small
companies with less than 10 employees. It meets federal OSHA requirements 1910.151b (State requirements may vary). Sturdy and
convenient, the 10-unit plastic case contains the first aid essentials
to prepare you for work-related accidents. The partitioned, waterresistant plastic case is wall mountable yet has a handle for easy
carrying.
25-Person First Aid Kit
This 94-piece first aid kit is ideal for contractors, fleet vehicles, work
sites or small companies with up to 25 employees. It meets federal
OSHA recommendations containing first aid essentials for workrelated accidents. The partitioned, water-resistant plastic case is wall
mountable yet has a handle for easy carrying. Meets OSHA
1910.151b. Includes first aid guide.
100-Person First Aid Kit
This 3-shelf, 1041-piece industrial first aid station with 8-pocket liner
is designed as an auxiliary kit for businesses, offices and work sites
and serves up to 100 people. The wall-mountable metal cabinet
holds over 1000 items and offers easy refilling with a full-color, easyto-use reordering schematic. Refills are color-coded for easy identification in an emergency. Meets ANSI Z308.1-2003. Includes 40 page
first aid guide.
Burn Care Kit
Emergency burn kit includes WaterJel burn dressings, bandages, EMT shears,
and gloves.
1-Person Snake Bite Kit
Includes:
(2) 1 In.x3 In. Plastic Adhesive Strips, (2) Alcohol Wipes, (2) Ammonia Inhalant, (1) Mini Scalpel, (1) Snake Bite Syringe, (1) Rubber Tourniquet

Snake Gaiters
Help prevent snake bites in this heat with
snake gaiters. These gaiters reach right below
the knees. Available in plastic and canvas.
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Spill Control
30 Gallon Universal Spill Kit
 Overpack drum constructed of chemical resistant, high density polyethylene. Screw lids allow easy access to
the spill kit contents.
 In addition to a durable
storage container for absorbents and safety equipment
for spill response, the
D.O.T. approved drums can
be used to transport saturated absorbents and leaking drums.
 Easy-to-open ring lid for
immediate access to absorbents in an emergency situation.
 Refill for the Drum is also available

5 Gallon Universal Spill Kit
 Includes a variety of sorbents to handle spills of oils, coolants, solvents or
water; pre-packed in a UN- and DOTapproved 5-Gallon container.
 Screw-top lid with gasket and built-in
torque handle provides
sealed and secure closure to protect sorbents
from moisture, dirt and
damage. Rust- and corrosion-free 100% polyethylene is durable to withstand rough
handling.
 Refill for the bucket is also available.

OIL GATOR—Premium Oil Absorbent
 Produced from recycled, chemically
modified cellulosic fibers.

Oil Absorbent Roll and Pads
 Highly absorbent SonicBonded mat for
oily spills and overspray



Quickly absorbs leaks,
spills and overspray to keep
floors dry
 Rolls are perforated
 Oil selective — repels water
but absorbs oil and oil-based
fluids
 Available in rolls and pads



Meets all OSHA requirements.



Biodegradable.

When applied correctly, it will
completely absorb toxins preventing them from leaching into
the soils or into underground aquifers.


Pro Knit Sorbent Socks
 Pro Knit Socks are available for oily only, universal
and general purpose applications.
 The gray universal
sock absorb chemicals including hydrofluoric acid and a wide
range of other fluids including water,
oil, solvents, ink, blood, caustics, acids, and more.



Comes in a 30 pound bag. Encapsulates oil or oil-based products
Ground cleaning by bioremediation.



Stops leaching of contaminants into
the soil or groundwater.

Cloth Wipers
 Available in boxes of 10 lbs. and 25
lbs.


Great for wiping

Perfect for absorbing
grease and oil or applying
wax, polish or stain.


These wipers absorb liquid
like a sponge and are strong
for tough jobs.
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Available in terry or t-shirt cloth

Cleaning Supplies
Krud Kutter Conc. Cleaner/Degreaser
 Cuts grease, grime, oil,
wax, dried latex paint & more
 Water-based; biodegradable
 Concentrated, commercial
strength formula
 Cleaner, degreaser, and
stain remover
 Interior / exterior use

Krud Kutter The Must for Rust
 Unique rust remover and inhibitor
 Removes and prevents rust
in one step
 Soak in or brush on application
 Works fast
 Protects bare metal for up to
12 months
 Water-based; biodegradable

GOOF OFF—The Miracle Remover

WD-40 Smart Straw

For Use On: Fully Cured Painted
Surfaces, Vinyl Floors, Solid Vinyl Upholstery, Metals, Glass, Brick, Wood,
Concrete, Grout, Fiberglass, Laminate
Countertops

Quickly dries out electrical systems to eliminate moistureinduced short circuits





Protects metal surfaces with
corrosion-resistant ingredients to
shield against moisture and other
corrosive elements


Removes: Adhesive, Glue, Dried
Latex Paint, Asphalt, Tar, Crayon, Pen,
Marker, Lipstick, Tar, Road Grime,
Bugs, Tree Sap




Loosens rust-to-metal bonds and frees
stuck, frozen or rusted metal parts

Simple Green® Industrial Cleaner &
Degreaser
 Non-Toxic, Biodegradable,
Non-Ionic, Non-Flammable,
Non-Abrasive
 Exempt from OSHA & EPA
special handling & personal
protection requirements for
hazardous materials
 Safer alternative to hazardous chemicals and solvents

Scott Shop Towel Roll
 Ideal for tough cleanup tasks,
ranging from automotive spillage
to general-purpose cleaning
 Strong and absorbent for wet
and dry applications
 Virtually lint free

Scott Rags in a Box
Soft absorbent towels that perform like a cloth

Windshield Washer Fluid

POP-UP* Box with built-in handle allows you to take the product
to the job while keeping rags
clean





Autoguard® Clear Vision Windshield Cleaner




Contains no VOC's

Windshield cleaner for better
visibility
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Do not dilute



Freezes at 32° and below

Cleaning Supplies
Windex Glass Cleaner

Aerosol Glass Cleaner

Cleans windows, mirrors, glass
shower doors, glass top stoves, and
more.

Excellent for windows, mirrors,
windshields and other glass surfaces





Heavy-duty foam clings to vertical
surfaces


Thanks to its formulation with Ammonia-D®, Windex® Original starts
working on fingerprints, dirt, and other
messes even before you wipe.


Gojo Natural Orange Hand Cleaner
 Quick-acting lotion formulation with an orange citrus fragrance for removing a broad
range of industrial soils, medium
dirt and grease.
 Available in 14 oz. and 1.25
gallon containers

Low Density



100 Count

Streakless shine

32 oz. plastic spray bottle—
clear
For use with cleaning chemicals


For 55-60 Gallon Containers
2 Mil








Ammonia-free

Plastic Spray Bottle 32 oz.

Can Liners / Trash Bags




Wooden Handle Push Broom
 Hardwood block type
 Polypropylene fill type
 24” Block size
 Maroon bristles

Tub O’ Towels
Industrial-strength formula removes grease, tar, ink, paint
and many other tough messes
on hands and most surfaces.
Tough on dirt. Gentle on
hands. Our wipes contain aloe,
Vitamin E and lanolin to protect
your hands and leave them
clean and soft.

43” x 47”

Guaranteed to leave no film

Joe’s (Kleen) Hand Cleaner
 Unique blend designed to clean the
hands without harsh acids or
alkalis
 Works equally well with or
without the use of water.
 Available in 1 lb. and 4 lb.
5 oz.

Scott Shop Towel Roll
 Rough texture quickly scrubs
tools and surfaces clean.
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Introducing:

FR Long Sleeve Henley Shirt

High Visibility Shirt

 Flame-Resistant Henley Long
Sleeve: Professional yet comfortable
providing dual-hazard protection.



ANSI compliant polyester breathable knit


Moisture wicking treatment

 Heat transfer reflective for
flexible comfort

Bump Cap
Protection against cranial
bumps and bruises from a state
-of-the-art shell; comfort and
style from a very cool lid.


Squids ® 3115 Wrist Tool
Lanyard
 Adjustable wrist lanyard
tethers tools limiting the distance of a dropped tool and
reduces snag hazards.
 Available in different sizes

 Available in short and long
brim and in different colors

ProFlex 924LD Impact Gloves

Lighter duty back-of-hand impact
protection combined with breathable Support for Heavy Jobs
Air-Mesh construction for outstanding  We carry supports/sleeves for wrists,
dexterity.
back, knees and elbows.




Available in different sizes and

Safety Glasses


Available in many styles, lens color and
frame color

ProFlex ® 230HL Knee Caps

We have these styles in stock.



Economical light duty knee
protection for a range of applications.



Available in different styles and
sizes
Kneeling pads are also
available
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Seasonal
Gatorade
The one and only. With a legacy over 40 years in the making, it’s
the most scientifically researched and game-tested way to replace
electrolytes lost in sweat. Gatorade Thirst Quencher hydrates better than water, which is why it’s trusted by some of the world’s
best athletes.
Available in bottled and powder version in store.

Nestle Bottled Water— 16.9 oz. 32 Count
Every drop of water in every bottle of Nestle® Pure Life® Purified Water
goes through a multi-step process of filtration that involves reverse osmosis and/or distillation. The water is then enhanced with a unique blend of
minerals for great taste.

Sqwincher Zero Tubes
Get portable, great tasting hydration at work or on the go with Sqwincher Zero Qwik
Stik Tubes! Each tube contains 10 packets of ready to mix, sugar-free, Sqwincher
powder. Simply mix with water and enjoy!

Stay Out of the Sun!
This insta-shade SHAX® 6100 Lightweight Industrial
Umbrella from Ergodyne provides fast relief from the
sun.
Features:









84" diameter
300D polyester shell with PU and UV coatings
Meets CPAI-84 flame resistance code
Tilt mechanism for full sun protection
Vented top for maximum airflow
Four different height options with peak at 92"
Includes over-the-shoulder, oversized storage bag
with convenient pocket and ground spike

Additional options for umbrella placement are the
SHAX® 6190 Umbrella Stand or the Shax® 6191 Umbrella Suction Cups that can be used to attach to a vehicle.
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Our Specialized Services
Hose Clamping
Hose Crimping
Electrical Wiring
YETI Rambler Laser Engraving
(Third Party Service)
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Electrical Wiring
South Texas Specialties now offers a new service. We now stock a variety of
strobe lights to meet safety standards or to enhance your vehicle or machinery’s
lighting performance. Give us a call for a quote today.

STRATO-FLARE 219
EMERGENCY WARNING
TRIANGLE KIT

SABER 35 WATT LED
WORK LIGHT W/ STAND

WORK STAR HEAD FLASHLIGHT

E-FLARE FLUORESCENT
BEACON W/ RUBBER
BASE BLACK MOUNT

PIP 5 LED CAP LIGHT (WEATHER PROOF)
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Hose Services

Featured Products

Specialized Services
Hose Crimping
Crimping for hydraulic and air hoses is
available at South Texas Specialties.
The hoses that are available for crimping range from 1/4" to 1". South Texas
Specialties has different types of fittings for these hoses in stock: MNPT,
FNPT, JIC and O-Boss Thread. Hydraulic and Pneumatic Quick Connects are
also available in the store. South Texas
Specialties does not crimp hoses above
6,000 psi.

Hydraulic Hoses
1/4”-1” hose for high-pressure hydraulic oil lines used in applications
using petroleum or water-based
hydraulic fluids.

Air Hoses
1/4”-1” red rubber air hose is ideal
for use with pneumatic tools and air
compressors.

Water Suction & Discharge
Hoses
2”-3” hose used for water s&d applications. The helix wire makes

this hose non-collapsible.

Note: Hose crimping is performed
in store. Please allow 1-2 business
days for service.

High Pressure Hoses

Thermoplastic HP hose available
with working pressure of 15,00018,000 psi.

Stainless Steel Braided Hoses

Hose Clamping
Clamping for air, suction & discharge
hoses is available at South Texas Specialties. The hoses that are available
for clamping range from 2" to 6".
South Texas Specialties has different
types of cam & groove fittings for
these hoses in stock: MNPT (King Nipple), female cam & groove and male
cam & groove. Other types of cam &
groove adapters and fittings are available at the store. Suction & discharge
hoses may only be clamped up to 150
psi, and air hoses may only be
clamped up to 300 psi in store.

SS braided teflon hoses coupled
with F JIC swivel ends—2,500 psi.

Tank Truck Hoses
2”-4” hose for oil suction availWater Blast Hoses

1/2” water blast hose available in
different lengths—16,000 psi.

Lay Flat Discharge Hoses
2”-4” hose for discharge application
only.

Hose Clamps
Hose clamp s available in different
styles and size s.

Fast-Bands
- 1/2” x .030” x 20” 201 SS

Note: Hose clamping is performed
in store. Please allow 1-2 business
days for service.

- bl ue, silver, purpl e, yellow, orange,
brown, red, whi te, li ght green, tan &
bl ack)
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Laser Engraving
Customize your rambler and add your name; laser engraving for (FULL) NAME ONLY is an
extra $20. Logos or any designs of laser engraving are subject to a one-time setup fee and
additional fees to print on both sides. Rambler and laser engraving must be paid at the time
of placing the order. Please allow 2-3 business days for the order to be completed. (Laser
engraving is done locally but not in-house.)

The Colster: $29.99

The Lowball: $24.99

Rambler 20: $29.99
Rambler 30: $39.99

Bottle 18: $39.99
Bottle 36: $59.99
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